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Big Question

Which drone will fly the best? Will it be the lego launcher or 

the craft launcher?



Research

How do drones fly?

Kind of like birds when they flap their wings. 

They use rotors to fly. Just like a fan, when 

the rotors start spinning they start pushing 

air downward. If the net force generated by 

the rotors pushing the drone up is equal to 

the gravitational force pulling down. Then 

the drone starts hovering in the air. 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SxFRQ

OPGt1o, 2021)

Net Force

A net force is  sum of all forces acting on an object. 

F net=F1 +F2 + …. +FN

(https://study.com/academy/lesson/what-is-net-forc

e-definition-magnitude-equations.html, 2003-2022)

Gravitational Force

The gravitational force is a force that attracts any 

two objects with mass. 

(https://study.com/academy/lesson/gravitational-fo

rce-definition-equation-examples.html, 2003-2022)
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Research

Parts of the 
Drone
(https://www.ctia.org/ne
ws/up-up-and-away-how-
do-drones-work, 2021)
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Hypothesis

I think the lego drone will work best because it is 

stronger.



Materials
Lego Drone

● Legos
● Batteries
● Solder Iron
● 4 Propellers
● LiPo Battery
● Motor
● Receiver
● Transmitter (Remote)
● Charging USB
● Rubber Bands
● Zip Ties

Craft Drone

● Transmitter(Remote)
● Receiver
● Charging USB
● Motor
● LiPo Batter
● 4 Propellers
● Batteries
● Soldering Iron
● Glue Gun
● Craft Items



Procedure of Making Lego Drone Part 1

1. Gather all your supplies
2. Charge LiPo battery so it will be ready for use later.
3. Build Lego Frame.

*Hot glue the pieces together. It will help when the drone flys later. 



Procedures of Making the Lego Drone 
Part 2

4. Solder motors to the 
receiver.
5.Attach electronics to the 
frame.
6. Attach charging battery with 
rubber bands to keep in place.
7. Plug  in, turn on and watch it 
fly away!



Procedure of Making Craft 
Drone Part 1

1. Gather all your supplies.

2. Charge LiPo battery for later use.

3. Build frame for the drone.

*Hot glue frame so that it will be sturdier. 

 



Procedure of Making 
Craft Drone Part 2

3. Solder drone to the receiver.

4. Attach electronics to frame.

5. Attach charged battery.

6. Plug in, turn on and watch fly 
away!



Results and Data

Lego Drone

● The first flight of the lego drone sent the 

propellers flying.

● I hot glue gunned the Legos together and 

the motors for more stability with 

assistance. 

● The second flight was much better and flew 

12 inches.



Results and Data

Craft Drone

● First and only flight sent the propellers flying and actually broke 

one of them. 

● Pipe cleaners kept everything in place better except for the 

propellers. 



Conclusion 

I learned that the lego drone is was the stronget. I think the lego 

drone  flew better due to the fact that it was made with Legos and it 

was glued together.  

I was surprised that the pipe cleaners didn't help keep the drone 

together as much as I thought.  The craft drone actually proved to be 

more difficult to fly. 
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